HUMANA Second Hand Kleidung GmbH

Founded in 1995, our mission is to make
a profit and use it entirely for development cooperation. In 2021, HUMANA People to People organisations worked with
education, health, community development and environment in 45 countries.

Our business model is to run second
hand shops in Germany which is also a
contribution to sustainable consumption.
We offer a large range of women‘s, men‘s
and children‘s clothing as well as vintage
clothing.

Our main supplier is HUMANA Kleidersammlung GmbH who collects and sorts
used clothes in Germany. At the end of
2021, our 312 employees (207 FTE) of 40
nationalities were running 38 shops with
a sales area of 14,696 m² in Berlin, Bochum, Chemnitz, Dresden, Hamburg,
Köln, Krefeld, Leipzig, Mülheim an der
Ruhr and Neuss.

www.humana-second-hand.de
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We did and do not depend on government
subsidies other than corona-supports lately. We pay wages to our staff and related costs such as public health insurance, unemployment insurance etc.
Our re-use finances collection & sorting.
Public Corona-supports were helpful.

We also pay full VAT and corporate tax.
All in all, we thus contribute well to the
society in our business environment.
We strive for economic sustainability as a
basis for supporting the good cause.

Economic sustainability: normally, we
do not depend on government subsidies.
Paid jobs,
VAT, tax ...

Development Cooperation

www.humana-second-hand.de

As in previous years, we sourced our
electricity entirely from certified green
supplier Naturstrom which means that we
create no CO2-emmissions for electricity.
Paying rents for physical shops (as compared to online sales) helps keep the inner cities alive.
Our decent prices help reduce inequalities. At the same time, more and more of
our customers buy second hand clothes
in our shops because they want to contribute to a better world.

